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IMETHOD'OF MAKINGF-IN- ELEMENTS 

Melvin Pl Penn, Dayton, Ohioyassignorto ‘Gen 
eraLMotors Corporation,_Dayton,- 0hio,.a cor 
porationrof Delaware ' 

"Application October 22, 1948;,SerialfNo. 55,882 
.1 Claim. 

»1 
invention relates ‘to refrigeration and par 

ticularly .“to heat ‘exchange elements employed in 
rrefrigerating ‘systems. 
iAn object of my invention is to provide an im 

: proved, more e?icientand-lower cost heat trans 
,aferxdevice orv heat exchanger. 
Another: object ‘of vmy invention ‘is to provide 

an improved ?nnelement adapted to bemounted 
"-onra, ?uid-conduit-of a heat exchangerand _an 
“improved method of fabricating the‘ ?n. 

s'tillgfurther object of my-invention is to pro 
-vide:an‘ improvedmethod'of making a ?n element 
from :malleablermetal- tubes each of which ele 
:men-tsis providedwithspaced apart radial?n-por 
-tions,. a collar portion and short tubulara'end 
yportions forming continuations'of the collar por 
tion thereof and extending beyond one -» side- of 
the in; portions. 
A more speci?c object of my invention is to 

providea method of making a?n'element by 
‘?aring end' portionsof a metallic tube to form- a 
vhollow spool v‘member and‘I-then deforming the 
‘spool-member. to provide .a means for spacing one 
element from -— another when vthenelements are 
mounted on a‘conduitof .a heat exchanger. 

Further advantages of the present invention 
,will be apparent from the following description, 
reference 'being- had - to :the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein .a preferred formof the present in 
--vention is clearly-shown. . . 

.In the drawings: 
Fig. .1 is > a. side view partly in section. and part 

lyiin elevation ofa portion of a ?uid conducting 
conduit of‘ a heat exchanger having in elements 
constructed .in- accordance .with the present in 
vention thereon; 
Fig-.2 isv an \endyiew of the device-shown in 

-Eis. .1; 
Fig.3 .is-a view of a tubular piece :of ‘malleable 

:metal from ‘which the ?nvelements on the ‘heat 
exchanger conduit shown in Figs. land "2' are 
fabricated; 
"Fig. Alisa‘ view 'partly. in section‘and partly in 

elevation ‘showing forming members in- contact 
'with the tube and ready to perform one step 

, in the method of making-fin elements» of the 
“present invention; 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig.4 and shows the 
‘forming members-moved- to completethe ?rst 
‘step in the method of making the'?n elements; 

Fig.‘ 6 is a sectional 'view of other forming ‘mem 
.bers showing a further step inthe present-‘meth 
0d; and _ Y 

T'ig.‘ 7 "isa'view similar to ‘Fig: ‘6 - showing ‘move 
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" ment - of the forming members inrcompletingl-the 
.method of providing the'?nished ?nelements. 

Referring to the ‘drawings, for illustrating .-my 
invention, I have-shown .inFig. 1 thereof ralpor 
tion of a metal conduit [9 of a heat transfer 
idevice-or heat exchanger‘such, :for example,»-as 
'a-Icondenser or evaporator employed in refriger 
ating and the like systems. Conduit Hlxhas-a 
plurality of-?n elementsi 'I- mounted thereon for 
increasing the heat tr-ansf er surface ‘thereof. The 

elements Il may be formedof ianysuitable 
metal and are, ashereinafter ,described, ‘fab 
ricated from aluminum tubes while-theconduit 
may -~be' formed of any suitable .metal such as 
copper or steel. Finelements- _l I- may be secured 
.in intimate thermal contact withathe outer sur 
face:of=~conduit I0 in any-suitable mannerasis 
conventional-in the "art. Each element ellihas 
ea 'pairivof spaced apart circular in portions 12 
formed integral with and extending radially from 
a collar portion I4. Each element-ll also..has 
short; tubular extensions 4-! 5 concentric with‘a-nd 

' forming- continuations ‘of the collar portionv l4 
.at-the-sideof- each =fin portionwl2. E'Ilheexten 
sions l5 on the one sideyof ?n element .1 l,>opposite 
the sides thereon joinedto or integral-with the 
collar portionv \l 4, serve to a space the ?n portions 
“I72 of the elements the proper; :or equalwdistance 
apart when a plurality» of the elements .H are 
placed adjacent one another on the ‘conduit. 1.0. 
These :short extending~ tubular portions .15 are 
,of utmost importance since they eliminate the 
use ‘of expensive‘ rake ‘or rack like-tools or-dies 
for spacing ' ?n elements ‘on a conduit prior ‘to or 
‘at thev-time the ?nelementsaresecured thereto. 
‘The ?n elements I I may be secured-tothe conduit 
=l0 .‘by brazing-the‘ same thereto, expanding» the 
wall -of iconduit l0 outwardlyqagainst the-collar 
portion 1 4 of . the elements _ or .in , anyother .well 

known andconventional manner. Ordinarily .a 
completed heat exchanger will include aplura'lity 
o'f-leng‘ths of ?nnedtubing or conduit of Tthe'ty'pe 
shown in ‘Fig. 1. either connected in series .orfin 
parallel. , 

‘I ;have illustrated, ‘in the presently disclosed 
method of fabricating ' ?n‘ elements, "only those 
parts of the mechanisms or machineswhicha'ct 
"directly upon‘ the elementsfor the‘ sake‘ of sim 
‘plicity and since the "manner" of causing ‘move 
'mentand operation offpart‘s of such machines 
is "well-known to thoseskilled in the ‘art; ‘In 
~Fig$3 of‘the‘drawings I show‘ a tube‘ “of malle 
able-metal; such, for example, as copperv on‘alu 
"minum'capable'of bein'g'rolled out'without ‘crack 
‘i-n‘g" orbreaking and%or of‘ ?owing under‘pressure. 
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Due to the high heat conducting and malleability 
properties of aluminum or aluminum alloys I em 
ploy a tube I1 of aluminum metal which is 
adapted to be deformed by my method to provide 
one of the tubular ?n elements || shown in Fig. 1. 
Tube I1 is preferably of substantially pure alu 
minum known to the trade as commercial alu 
minum and consisting of 0.2% copper, 1.0% iron 
and silicon, .05% manganese, .10% zinc, .05% each 
of other alloys and the remainder pure aluminum. 

Prior to starting the fabricating method a 
portion of the outer wall surface of tube |1 along 
the center thereof is con?ned by walls of a hole 
or opening 23 provided in a plate 24. Plate 24 
is composed of two half parts disposed in end-to 
end relationship with their ends abutting one 
another at the line indicated by the reference 
character 25 (see Figs. 4 and '1). Each half part 
of plate 24 has a circular notch cut inwardly 
from their abutting ends extending through- _ 
out an arc of 180°. Thus when the half parts of 
plate 24 are brought into end-to-end engage 
ment the notches form walls of the opening or 
round hole 23. The half parts of plate 24 are 
bolted or otherwise suitably clamped together 
with walls of hole 23 tightly engaging tube I1 
and thereafter a plunger 26, formed on a round 
movable forming member 21,, is inserted into 
the opening of the tube. In this manner both 
the inner and outer wall surfaces of tube l1 along 
a portion thereof centrally of its ends are con 
?ned. After con?ning these wall surfaces of 
tube H, by plate 24 and plunger 26, the tube 
is ready to be deformed. Before describing the 
operation of deforming tube |1 it is desired to 
point out that a second or lower movable form 
ing member 28 is also associated with the tube 
and that this member 28 has a hole 29 therein 
for the reception of plunger 26. Member 21 has 
a conical surface 3| intermediate the enlarged 
portion thereof and the plunger portion 26. 
Member 28 is also provided with a conical surface 
32 at its upper end. The smaller end portions of 
the conical surfaces 3| and 32 engage end por 
tions of the inner wall of tube I1. 
Movement of members 21 and 28 toward one 

another and toward plate 24 causes the conical 
surfaces 3| and 32 thereon to be forced into tube 
[1 and the walls adjacent the ends of the tube 
are ?ared outwardly relative to the con?ned cen 
tral wall portion thereof. Both members 21 
and 28 have a shaft 34 attached thereto and se 
cured to a pressing device, air cylinders or any 
other suitable means for moving the members 
21 and 28 in a direction toward one another. If 
desired the forming members 21 and 28 may also 
be rotated simultaneously with their movement 
toward one another. Thus when the members 
21 and 28 are moved toward one another to apply 
pressure to both ends of the tube, the end por 
tions thereof are progressively moved or ?ared 
outwardly as indicated by the ?nal position of 
the forming members 21 and 28 illustrated in Fig. 
5 of the drawings. It will be noted by reference 
to Fig. 5 that the plunger 26 on member 21 has 
moved into the hole 29 in member 28 and that 
the tube H has, by virtue of its being centrally 

' con?ned and by having its ends flared outwardly, 
been formed into a hollow spool-like member 36 
including the collar portion I4 and the two spaced 
apart ?n portions l2. After this step in the 
method has been completed the movable mem 
bers 21 and 28 are separated and the plunger 26 
withdrawn from the member 28 and moved out 
wardly of the spool member or element 36. The 
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4 
members 21 and 28 are then moved out of verti 
cal alignment with the spool member 36 and 
other forming or die members moved into verti 
cal alignment therewith. ,, 
Two opposed round die or forming members 

4| and 42 (see Fig. 6) are moved into engage 
ment with the ends of the ?ared ?n portions |2 
of spool member 36. The upper die member 4| 
is movable toward the lower member 42 and has 
a plunger 43 depending therefrom. Plunger 43 
is moved into the collar portion M of member 
36, so as to take the place of plunger 26 in con 
?ning the inner wall surface of the collar, and 
extends into a hole 44 provided in the die member 
42. The plunger 43 maintains the dies 4| and 
42 in vertical alignment with one another while 
again con?ning the inner wall surface of collar 
portion I4 of the member 36. Die member 42 
may be stationarily mounted. The outer wall 
surface of collar I4 is still con?ned by walls of 
the opening 23 in plate 24. Any suitable press or 
the like may be employed for moving die member 
4| toward the stationary die member 42. Each 
die member 4| and 42 is provided with a large 
shallow circular counterbore 46 and an inner 
smaller but deeper counterbore 41 concentric 
with bore 46 for a purpose to now be described. 
As member 4| is moved downwardly from its po 
sition shown in Fig. 6 both counterbored surfaces 
46 of members 4| and 42 engage the edges or 
ends of the outwardly ?ared portions |2 of spool 
shaped element or member 36 and force the por 
tions l2 to move in a further outward direction 
until they are substantially perpendicular to the 
axis of the collar portion l4 of member 36. Con 
tinued downward movement of member 4| to the 
position thereof shown in Fig. 7 of the drawings 
brings the face portions of the die members 4| 
and 42, outwardly of the counterbores 46, into 

1 1 close relationship to the upper and lower sur 
face of plate 24. In this position the forming 
dies 4| and 42 con?ne substantially all portions 
of member 36 except the portions adjacent the 
deep counterbores 41. It is to be understood that 
the depth of the counterbores 46 is less than 
the wall thickness of portions |2 of member 36 
so that when the die members 4! and 42 are 
forced into the position illustrated in Fig. ‘7, with 
their face portions tightly engaging the plate 24, 
force applied to the member 36 and particularly 
the ?n portions |2 thereof compresses the por 
tions | 2 and this compression causes the metal 
thereof to flow into the counterbores or cavities 
41. Flow of a part of the material of ?n portions 
|2 of element 36 into the cavities created by the 
counterbores 41 forms the tubular end portions 
49 (see Fig. 7) concentric with and forming con~ 
tinuations of the collar portion M of the fin ele 
ment. These portions 49 extend a short distance 
beyond one side of the ?n portions |2 of element 
| | and provide on each element means for spac 
ing adjacent ?n portions |2 of the separate ele 
ments H a desired distance apart when the ele— 
ments are strung or mounted on conduit H). To 
remove the double ?n element H from the ma 
chine or press, die members 4| and 42 are moved 
outwardly away from one another and there 
after the two parts of plate 24 are separated from 
one another on the line indicated by the refer 
ence character 25. Another tube |1 may then 
be placed in the machine or press, con?ned and 
deformed as described. - 

From the foregoing it should 'be apparent that 
I have, in addition to providing an improved ?n 
element for use on conduits of heat exchangers, 
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also provided a novel method of making or fabri 
eating the ?n. By deforming a short length of 
malleable metal tubing and utilizing all the ma 
terial thereof for essential portions of a ?n ele 
ment I reduce waste to a minimum and eliminate 
the necessity of performing further steps to pro 
vide the ?nished element. My invention permits 
the production of many ?n elements in a short 
period of time and thus reduces the cost of ?nning 
a conduit to thereby lower the manufacturing cost 
of a heat exchanger or heat transfer device. 
While the form of embodiment of the inven 

tion as herein disclosed constitutes a preferred 
form, it is to be understood that other forms 
might be adapted, as may come within the scope 
of the claims which follow. 
What is claimed is as follows: 
The method of making ?n elements adapted 

I to be mounted on a conduit of a heat exchanger 
which consists in, con?ning the inner and outer 
wall surfaces of a malleable metal tube along a 
part centrally of the ends thereof, ?aring the ends 
of the tube beyond said con?ned surfaces out 
wardly to form the same into a hollow substan 
tially spool-shaped member having an intermedi 
ate collar portion and conical end portions, and 
then in a single die set performing the opera 
tions of moving said conical end portions of said 
member into perpendicular relationship to the 
axis of said collar portion while still con?ning 
said wall surfaces to form a pair of axially spaced 
apart radially extending ?ns, con?ning at least 
a part of the edges of said ?ns to restrict radial 
outward ?ow of the material thereof and simul 
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6 
taneously con?ning all wall portions of said mem 
[ber except those at the base of said ?ns on the 
sides thereof opposite the sides joined to said, 
collar portion, and applying pressure to said mem 
ber to cause the material thereof to flow at said 
uncon?ned portions axially relative to and con 
centric with said collar portion to form a short 
axial extension thereof beyond each ?n. 

MELVIN P. PENN. 
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